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Abstract We develop non-smooth motion controllers that enable a manipulator to

perform surface tasks that do not involve force/torque interactions, while maintaining

bounded joint rates. The robot’s end-effector is first stabilized to a point close to the
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regions. We show that the resulting closed loop system is uniformly asymptotically

stable, and we verify our analytical development with experiments on a Mitsubishi

PA10-7C robotic manipulator.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Hybrid Bionic Systems (HBS) link via neural interfaces the human nervous system

with electronic and/or robotic artifacts. This research thrust aims not only at develop-

ing systems for restoring motor and sensory functions of injured and disabled people

(Fig. 1), but also on exploring the possibility of augmenting sensorymotor capabilities

of humans whenever appropriate.

Fig. 1 Recovering human performance example. An intelligent exoskeleton is worn by a motor
disabled person, in order to re-gain the use of the upper limb.

Conceptually, a robotic device may be interfaced with a human neural system. Such

a robot processes electromyographic activity and uses it in the control loop that moves

the mechanical links. In realizing such a neuro-robotic system, several challenges need

to be met. One such challenge is using noisy neural signals as reference inputs in the

feedback loop; another is the requirement to mimic human behavior during obstacle

avoidance and interaction with non-planar surfaces.

It is difficult to use only human neural signals to control an artifact. A human arm

cannot use the sensory feedback from the robot in order to directly control it, and

the artifact does not have the exact same morphology as the human arm to be able

to interpret the neural signals perfectly. This mismatch can jeopardize the person and

inflict damage on the environment. Despite the significant amount of work on modeling

and decoding the signals from the human brain or from a part of the human body [1–4],

for safety reasons it is necessary to establish a low level control loop around the artifact,

for the exoskeleton’s collision avoidance and motion control. Further motivation for the

design of such a control loop comes from robotic tele-operation applications, where the

robot’s environment may be dramatically different compared to that in which the

human operates. Then, analysis of the human’s signals alone may be insufficient to

safely complete the desired task.

Another issue that needs to be considered in the design of neuro-robotic systems,

(consisting of an exoskeleton cooperating with the human upper limb), is the fact that
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motors must apply appropriate torque in order for the exoskeleton to aid, rather than

impede, arm movement. The design of most exoskeletons is based on neuro-scientific

models, which dictate an agonistic - antagonistic behavior of the mechanism joints.

The robotic device motion is therefore constrained.

Another important types of applications that motivate this work come from the

case of autonomous robotic surface painting, cleaning, inspection, etc (e.g. robotic

manipulation for automotive applications). The main difficulties of the those tasks

apart from the problems of joint limitations, the constrained motion etc, arise when

the considered surface is not planar, and might includes bad regions that must be

avoided.

In this paper we address the challenge of designing such controllers for the artifact.

Our controllers drive the robot with safety for surface manipulation and compliant

motion without collisions with objects in the environment, while considering input

constraints which reflect motion limitations.

1.2 Related Work

There are several applications where a robotic manipulator performs a task along a

surface, such as painting, cleaning, and inspection. All these applications pose similar

control design problems, however, existing approaches typically rely on restrictive as-

sumptions. Related work on robotic manipulation for automotive applications focuses,

for example, on painting surfaces that are convex and have no holes [5–8]. The gene-

ration of the trajectory in order to cover the area in [6] is a three steps problem: first

the problem of start curve selection, then the problem of speed profiles along each pass

selection, and third the problem of spacing between the passes selection. Building on

these ideas, [5] accounts for the effect of surface curvature, enabling the development of

an automated trajectory generator. In [9], [10], the authors map the motion planning

problem for articulated, rigid robots operating in 3D, dynamic, and complex environ-

ments into simulating a composed dynamical system where the geometric constraints

induce some virtual forces that affect the motion of each rigid robot. This approach has

applications to assembly line planning, automated car painting, and virtual prototyp-

ing, however, it is a computational approach and only simulation results are presented.

Finally, the authors in [11], describe a methodology for automatically generating robot

programs for spray painting of unknown parts.

The methodologies mentioned do not consider obstacles, holes or regions on the

surfaces that need to be avoided, and there is very little emphasis on robot motion

planning. In this body of work, motion planning, is considered a subproblem of a

more general problem, which for the case of automated painting, for example, could

be controlling the ratio of paint deposited on the surface.

Collision avoidance is generally treated at a local level, assuming kinematic redun-

dancy and cartesian subtasks priorization; there is no requirement for robotic motion on

a rigid surface. The real-time collision avoidance problem in case of position-controlled

robotic arm with seven degrees of freedom is presented in [12]. The arm’s intrusion into

the safety zones of each obstacle introduces some virtual forces and the problem there-

fore is solved as a position-based force control problem. The collision avoidance and

a self-collision avoidance problems for redundant manipulators are presented in [13].

In this work the robot and the environment are modeled as simple geometric schemes

(cylinders and spheres).
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The authors in [14] present a neural network approach for collision-free motion

control of redundant manipulators. The problem formulation represents collision avoid-

ance constraints as dynamic inequalities and incorporates joint physical limits into an

optimization problem. The solution of the obstacle avoidance kinematics problem is

computed by a dual neural network.

The authors in [15] study the problem of controlling the motion of a non-redundant

manipulator towards a surface, with integrated collision avoidance of a obstacle set

arounf the surface, while in [16], [17] a hierarchy of controllers built around belt zones,

regions of specific depth defined around the surface is utilized to control the robot, with

one controller being used to steer the robot inside the belt zone, a second controller

stabilizes the robot inside the belt zone. This allows the motion tasks to be solved by

considering the robot to be on the surface, but this methodology does not take into

account various kinematic constraints. Building upon these works, in [18] and [19] the

methodology is augmented by adding force control. Finally, in a similar context, [20]

and [21] study the problem of motion control towards a surface while obeying a set of

input constraints, using a non-smooth and a smooth kinematic controller respectively.

Input constraints have also been dealt extensively with in the context of linear

systems. In [22], the design of PI controllers for systems with input constraints, (such

as actuator saturation) is discussed. Input constraints on nonlinear control systems

have been recently treated in the framework of multi-robot motion planning using

navigation functions [23], [24]. In [25] such input constraints are being enforced by

design in the form of a hybrid system. In [26], another switching controller is introduced

that implements specific favorable velocity profiles on multiple micro-robots.

In [27], input constraints (defined as limits on jerk, velocity and acceleration of the

joints) are taken into account during trajectory tracking. An algorithm based on the

inverse kinematics of the robot manipulators is presented, that given an end-effector

path ensures tracking of the path from the robot . For similar applications [28] presents

adaptive schemes, and [29], develops a PI sliding mode controller.

1.3 Organization and Overview

In this work, the problem of designing a controller that steers a manipulator while

achieving limited joint velocities within specified bounds is studied. The proposed

method lies in constructing a navigation function, and by showing, utilizing techniques

in non-smooth analysis, that the closed loop system obeys the desired limits. The de-

sign of the system utilizes the concept of belt zones, that allow a clear and easy to

define switching scheme. The novel contribution of this paper lies in presenting glob-

ally uniformly asymptotically stable dynamic controllers for robotic manipulators with

joints, subject to joint rate constraints aiming to

– reference trajectory tracking with obstacle avoidance, and

– stabilization with obstacle avoidance,

on 2-D surfaces which are embedded manifolds in 3-D robot workspaces.

The paper is organized with the following way: A formal definition of the problem

is presented in section 2 , where all the necessary notation, definitions as well some

technical lemmas are introduced. In section 3 a kinematic controller is described, while

the stability analysis of the closed loop system is presented in section 4 . In Section

5, we backstep the asymptotically stable kinematic controller to complete the design
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of the desired dynamic controller. Section 6 presents the experimental results from

the application of the proposed control algorithm on the robotic manipulator. The

paper concludes with Section 7 that summarizes our main points and highlights future

research directions.

Fig. 2 Representation of the tangent plane T = span{fw1 , fw2} and the normal vector K at
point f(w1, w2) of a 3−D surface.

2 Problem Statement

Consider a robotic manipulator with m degrees of freedom, subject to kinematic input

constraints, and operating in a workspace some regions of which are considered of limits

to the robotic manipulator (modeling obstacles located in the workspace). The goal is

for the robot to move proximal to a surface and to then track a specified trajectory on

this surface. We make the assumption of a stationary workspace, and that the input

to the robot is the direct control of the joint rates of the manipulator. The differential

equations describing the robot’s dynamics have the form

B (q) · q̈ + C (q, q̇) + Gr (q) = τ,

where B(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) is the Coriolis and centrifugal term, Gr(q)

is the gravity term, q = [q1 . . . qm]T ∈ Rm is the vector of arm joint displacements,

and τ is the vector of joint torque inputs [30]. A computed torque approach τ =

B(q) · y + C(q, q̇) + Gr(q), transforms the system into a chain of integrators

q̈ = y. (1)

In order to successfully implement a computed torque approach, it is necessary to

have a detailed model and an accurate identification of the parameters of the robotic

system. We use, for this process, a friction model that includes non-linear elements,

that is calibrated using experimental identification of the various parameters [31], [32].

Using an experimental procedure in loaded conditions, the stiffness effect of the joints is

also identified. Identification experiments are also used for calibrating the the dynamic

model parameters, grouped in suitable form.

We denote as F ⊂ Rm the admissible and feasible subset of the configuration space

(workspace) for the manipulator. The obstacle free subset of the workspace is denoted

Ffree ⊆ F . Let O ∈ F \ Ffree be the set of all obstacles in the 3-D workspace, and

define a vector valued C2 function

f(w1, w2) : R2 →R(f), (2)
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which represents a closed surface. The range of f ,R(f) ⊂ R3, expresses mathematically

the boundary of the surface, on which (at a small ε > 0 distance) the robot task is to

be performed. Now we can decompose the space around the surface (see Fig. 2):

1. The internal region of the surface, F−;

2. The boundary of the surface, ∂f ;

3. The external region of the surface, F+.

We can now define the tangent vectors on the surface, parameterized by w1 and

w2:

fw1(w1, w2) =
∂f(w1, w2)

∂w1
=

[
∂fx

∂w1
,

∂fy

∂w1
,

∂fz

∂w1

]T

,

fw2(w1, w2) =
∂f(w1, w2)

∂w2
=

[
∂fx

∂w2
,

∂fy

∂w2
,

∂fz

∂w2

]T

,

where the fx, fy, fz denote the coordinate functions of f along the direction denoted by

the respective subscript. Since f(w1, w2) is assumed twice differentiable, (fw1 × fw2) 6=
0, ∀w1, w2 ∈ R [33] , and the vectors fgw1 , fw2 are linearly independent everywhere.

Therefore, every vector tangent to the surface is a linear combination of the vectors fw1

and fw2 (Fig. 2). We can now introduce the normalized vector K which is perpendicular

to the surface

K =
fw1 × fw2

‖fw1 × fw2‖
, (3)

and we formally state our problem as follows:

We seek a feedback dynamic control law that steers the end-effector of a revolute

joint robot manipulator moving with kinematic input constraints in a static and

bounded known environment containing a know n 2-D surface towards

1. navigating to any feasible surface point, and

2. tracking an a-priori known trajectory on the surface.

3 Kinematic Controller Design

We first close the control loop around the kinematic component of (1), namely

q̇ = u. (4)

The process of designing a control law u = h(q) to render (4) asymptotically sta-

ble at the origin is completed in two stages, in which the system is in two distinct

modes of operation. When the first mode, mode M1, is active the controller drives

the end-effector towards the surface, while when the second mode is active, mode M2,

the controller either steers the robot towards a point on the surface, or alternatively,

when the goal point is not stationary, the controller steers the robot to track a refer-

ence trajectory on the surface. The current position of the robot inside the workspace

determines which controller mode is used. Thus, the workspace is decomposed into

distinct parts associated with the different controllers. The following section describes

this decomposition.
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3.1 Workspace Decomposition

We utilize the concept of belt zones [15] (Fig. 3) as the basis for the decomposition

of the workspace. We use a belt zone, which is a region close to the boundary of the

surface to ∂f , further divided into an internal belt, L1, and an external belt, L2, while

we fix the width of both the internal and external belt regions.

We define the bijective vector valued functions [15], which describes the belt zones

as

ψ1(w1, w2) = f(w1, w2) + ε ·K, (5)

ψ2(w1, w2) = ψ1(w1, 12) + ε ·K, (6)

with 0 < 2 · ε < rm (a bounded constant in (0, rm) [17]), with f and K given by

(2) and (3), respectively. Most tasks dealing with surface processing usually require

stabilization of the end-effector on the surface ψ1(w1, w2), defined by (5).

Fig. 3 We decompose the workspace around the surface into a region (belt zone) where the
transition (switch) from one mode to the other occurs. The external belt L2 is defined from the
vector functions ψ2(w1, w2) and ψ1(w1, w2), and the internal belt L1 from the vector functions
ψ1(w1, w2) and f(w1, w2).

The internal and external belts are defined as (Fig. 3)

L1 = {q : k(q) = (1− λ) · ψ1 + λ · f, λ ∈ [0, 1]},
L2 = {q : k(q) = (1− λ) · ψ1 + λ · ψ2, λ ∈ (0, 1]}.

Since functions f, ψ1, ψ2 are bijective [17], [16], for every k(q) ∈ L1
⋃L2 there is a

unique couple (w1, w2).

3.2 The Navigation Function

The controller that we design is based on an artificial potential field, created by a nav-

igation function [34]. We construct two different navigation functions, one for mode

M1 and one for mode M2. The first navigation function, the one used in mode M1,

is constructed to steer the end-effector into the interior the belt zone. This triggers a

switch of the controller to mode M2, where the second part of the controller, steering

the end-effector across to the surface. Across surface movement involves either stabi-

lization towards a goal point on the surface, or tracking a reference trajectory on the

surface.
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The 3-dimensional manipulator inside the workspace is represented using a sin-

gle point moving in a suitable transformed workspace, utilizing a series of successive

transformations [24], and the navigation function incorporates the representation of

the environmental obstacles. The variable ξ = q − qd is used to construct these navi-

gation functions. This variable represents the error between the joint configuration of

the manipulator, q ∈ Rm, and the desired joint configuration, qd ∈ Rm.

The navigation function used in mode M1 is defined as [15]

ϕM1(ξ) =
γd(ξ)

(
γκ

d (ξ) + βws(ξ) · βO(ξ) · βs(ξ)
) 1

κ

, (7)

where γd(ξ) is the “distance to goal” function γd(ξ) = γM1(ξ) = ‖ξ‖2 and βws(ξ)

provides the workspace potential, which depends on the mode in which the system ope-

rates. For modeM1, βws(ξ) = βM1(ξ) = −‖ξ−q0‖2+r2
0, with q0 ∈ Rm is the joint con-

figuration at the center of the workspace (e.g., the center of the smallest ball containing

F), and r0 ∈ R is the workspace’s radius (e.g., the radius of the smallest ball containing

F). If we denote F∗ the workspace in which the robot and obstacles are represented

by points through a series of transformations [15], we can account for the volume occu-

pied by the manipulator, by using the function βO(ξ) ,
∏

j∈J
∏

i∈I ‖h∗Rj
− h∗Oi

‖2 [15],

where h∗Rj
is the position of the transformed robot part j in F∗, and h∗Oi

the position

of the transformed obstacle i in F∗.
Function βs(ξ) ,

∏
j∈J

∏
k∈K ‖h∗Rj

− h∗sk
‖2 expresses virtual obstacles represent-

ing kinematic singularities, and which are also transformed into points according to [24].

Finally, κ is a positive real tuning parameter.

Although in theory a system that flows along a vector field on the tangent space of

the 2-D surface remains on this tangent space, sensor noise, model uncertainties and

numerical diffusion cause it to deviate from the surface. We thus modify the navigation

function that we define for mode M1, so that our potential field includes a component

perpendicular to, and pointing toward, the 2−D surface. We make this 2−D surface

attractive by adjusting function γd and introducing an additional obstacle function

that prohibits the system from exiting the belt zone.

Let π(q) be the distance from surface f(w1, w2) when the end-effector is inside the

belt zones. When π0 = 0 the end-effector is on the surface defined by f (the boundary

of internal region); when πext = 2·ε the end-effector is on the surface defined by ψ2 (the

boundary of external region). Let us set the desired distance from surface f(w1, w2) to

πd = ε; there, the end-effector is on surface ψ2(w1, w2). Now γd is adjusted to

γd(ξ) = γM2(ξ) =

∥∥∥∥
[

q

π

]
−

[
qd

πd

]∥∥∥∥
2

,

and the second component of the vector inside the norm serves to attract the end-

effector to surface ψ1. An additional obstacle function is defined as

βws(ξ) = βM2(ξ) =
(πext − πd)2 − (π(q)− πd)2

(πext − πd)2
,

and its role is to guarantee that the robot’s end-effector does not leave the belt zone.

The navigation function generated in this process is ϕM2 , and it can be time-varying
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depending on whether the surface task is point stabilization or trajectory tracking.

Function ϕM2 is analytically expressed as

ϕM2(ξ, t) =





γM2 (ξ)[
γκ
M2

(ξ)+βM2 (ξ)·βO(ξ)·βs(ξ)
]1/κ , for point stabilization

γκ+1
M2

(ξ,qd(t))
[
γκ
M2

(ξ,qd(t))+βM2 (ξ,qd(t))·βO(ξ,qd(t))·βs(ξ,qd(t))
]1/κ , for trajectory tracking

.

(8)

3.3 Kinematic Controller Synthesis

The system is defined to be in mode M1 when p ∈ Fext, where Fext =
{Ffree

⋂
F+} \

{L1
⋃L2}, with p = k(q) computed using the manipulator’s direct kinematics (that

gives the robot end-effector’s position and orientation as a function of the robot’s

configuration), [30]. If on the other hand p ∈ L1
⋃L2, then the system is said to

be in mode M2. The mode of operation for the system is thus defined based on the

set its operational space coordinates are in, and the transition from M1 to M2 is

state-dependent.

Let q(0) ∈ Rm be the robot’s initial joint configuration, with p(0) = k(q(0)) ∈ F+.

The following vector fields represent desired motion directions for the system in modes

M1 and M2:

hM1(ξ) , −η1 · ∇ϕM1(ξ),

fM2(ξ) ,





−η2 · ∇ ϕM2(ξ), point stabilization

−η3 · ∇ϕM2(ξ, t)− 1
m ·




|∂ϕM2
∂ξ1

|−1

|∂ϕM2
∂ξ2

|−1

· · ·
|∂ϕM2

∂ξm
|−1



· ∂ϕM2

∂t , trajectory tracking
,

(9)

where η1 > 0, η2 > 0, and η3 > 0 are constant parameters.

We construct a controller to enable the robot’s joint rates to converge to the refer-

ence vector field defined in (9). To enforce the input constraints imposed on the system

the controller output is shaped through a non-smooth saturation function

hnew =

{
satumax(hi) , i ∈ {M1,M2}
satµ(hM2) , during trajectory tracking

, (10)

with

satδ(x) ,





x if |x| ≤ δ

−δ if x < −δ

δ if x > δ

,

where δ is a constant, umax is the vector of maximum joint velocity values, and µ =

umax − q̇d(t), is chosen so that velocity input constraints are respected.

Remark 1 In the case where |hnew| = |µ| = umax − |q̇d(t)|, we have that |ξ̇| = |µ| ⇒
|q̇| − |q̇d| ≤ umax − |q̇d| ⇒ |q̇| ≤ umax, which ensure that we can guarantee the input

constraints.
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4 Stability Analysis

4.1 Outside the Belt Zone (Mode M1)

We can guarantee that when the kinematic system (4) is in mode M1 and steered

along (10), it is asymptotically stable:

Proposition 1 Consider the system ξ̇ = v, where ξ = q − qd and v = u − q̇d, with u

the control law of (4). This system under the control law v = hnew(ξ) = satumax(hM1),

with hM1 as is defined in (9), is globally asymptotically stable, almost everywhere (a.e.)
1.

Proof We use the navigation function V (ξ) , ϕM1(ξ) as a Lyapunov function candi-

date. Function V is a regular function [35], since it is smooth as evident from (7).

Its time derivative is evaluated as

V̇ = ∇V T · hnew =
∑

|hM1 (ξ)i|≤umax

(
−η1 ·

∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξi

∣∣∣∣
2
)

+

+
∑

|hM1 (ξ)j |>umax

[
−sign

(
∂V

∂ξj

)
· ∂V

∂ξj
· umax

]

= −
∑

|hM1 (ξ)i|≤umax

(
η1 ·

∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξi

∣∣∣∣
2
)
−

∑

|hM1 (ξ)j |>umax

(∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξj

∣∣∣∣ · umax

)
,

where η1 > 0. Thus, V̇ is strictly negative unless ∇V = ∇ϕM1 = 0. Since ϕM1 is

a navigation function [34], the condition ∇ϕM1 = 0 is true only at the destination

configuration and a set of isolated saddle points. By construction [34], the region of

attraction of the saddle points is a set of measure zero. Thus, the system converges to

the destination configuration from almost everywhere.

4.2 Inside the Belt Zone (Mode M2)

With p0 ∈ F+ being the robot’s end-effector initial configuration, and since pd ∈ F−

by construction, the solutions of q̇ = u (which are absolutely continuous), can be

shown using standard topological arguments [36] to intersect the surface ψ2(w1, w2).

Therefore, there exists a finite time T at which the system enters the belt zones. When

inside the belt zone, mode M2 is activated. The robot’s end-effector remains in the

belt zone because its boundary is made repulsive by −∇ϕM1 .

The transition from modeM1 to modeM2 happens just once, and then the system

remains in mode M2, since the belt zone’s workspace is positively invariant (the robot

end-effector is trapped into the belt zones, since their boundaries are repulsive).

4.2.1 Stabilization on the Surface

We now show that when the system is in mode M2 and steered along (10), it is also

asymptotically stable:

1 i.e., everywhere except for a set of initial conditions of measure zero.
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Proposition 2 The system ξ̇ = v under the control law v = hnew(ξ) = satumax(hM2),

with hM2 as is defined in (9) for point stabilization, is globally asymptotically stable,

a.e.

Proof It is shown in a way similar to the proof of Proposition 1, using V (ξ) , ϕM2(ξ)

as a Lyapunov function candidate.

4.2.2 Tracking on the Surface

We can show similar stability result for the task of trajectory tracking.

Proposition 3 The solutions of system ξ̇ = v under the control law v = hnew(ξ, t) =

satµ(hM2), with hM2 as is defined in (9) for the case of trajectory tracking, are globally

uniformly ultimately bounded, with a bound that can be made arbitrarily small with the

suitable choice of η3.

Proof Using the same notation as in the previous proofs, we define a time-varying,

continuously differentiable Lyapunov function candidate V (ξ, t) , ϕM2(ξ, t) (see (8)).

Inheriting the properties of navigation functions, function V (ξ, t) is positive definite

for all t > 0, and there is therefore a class K function V1(‖ξ‖) which satisfy 0 <

V1(‖ξ‖) ≤ V (ξ, t). In addition, there exists a sphere centered at the the destination

point q = qd(t) (i.e., ξ = 0), with radius r(t), which is tangent to, but not intersecting

with, an obstacle in the workspace. For a constant rmin , inf
t>0

r(t), we can define a

cone V2(‖ξ‖) = c1 · ‖ξ‖ with c1 = 1
rmin

, such that V (ξ, t) ≤ V2(‖ξ‖) (Figure 4). Thus,

V1(‖ξ‖) ≤ V (ξ, t) ≤ V2(‖ξ‖).

Fig. 4 A navigation function over a free configuration space. It is easy to find the minimum
radius rmin (radius of a tangent to an obstacle sphere, centered at the destination point),
which guarantee that the destination point is collision free.
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Let ν1 be the number of components of hM2 that are not saturated, and ν2 = m−ν1

the ones that are. Then,

V̇ =
∂V

∂t
+∇V T · hnew =

=
∂V

∂t
+

ν1∑

l1=1

(
−η3 ·

∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξl1

∣∣∣∣
2

− 1

m
· ∂V

∂t

)
+

ν2∑

l2=1

[
−sign

(
∂V

∂ξl2

)
· ∂V

∂ξl2

· µ
]

=
∂V

∂t
−

ν1∑

l1=1

(
η3 ·

∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂zl1

∣∣∣∣
2

+
1

m
· ∂V

∂t

)
−

ν2∑

l2=1

(∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξl2

∣∣∣∣ · µ
)

, (11)

since it holds that sign
(
h

ξl2
M2

)
= −sign

(
∂V
∂ξl2

)
, with an appropriate choice of η3 (see

Remark 2).

The isolated term in the above equation can be written in the following form
∂V
∂t = − γκ+1

d

κ·(γκ
d +B)

κ+1
κ

· ∂B
∂t +

(κ+1)·γκ
d

(γκ
d +B)

1
κ
· ∂γd

∂t −
γ2·κ

d

(γκ
d +B)

κ+1
κ

· ∂γd

∂t , where B = (βM2 ·βO ·βs).

Thus, it can be bounded as follows:

∣∣∣∂V
∂t

∣∣∣ < 1
κ · γκ+1

d · 1

(γκ
d )

κ+1
κ

·
∣∣∣∂B

∂t

∣∣∣ +
(κ+1)·γκ

d

(γκ
d )

1
κ

·
∣∣∣∂γd

∂t

∣∣∣ +
γ2·κ

d

(γκ
d )

1+κ
κ

·
∣∣∣∂γd

∂t

∣∣∣ =

= 1
κ

∣∣∣∂B
∂t

∣∣∣ + (κ + 2) · γκ−1
d ·

∣∣∣∂γd

∂t

∣∣∣ .

The properties of the navigation function ensure boundedness of its gradient within

the workspace. This implies that there exists a positive bound ∆ =

(
max
F̄/M

∥∥∥ ∂V
∂ξl2

∥∥∥∞

)−1

,

where M is a set of measure zero, including the unstable saddle points of the naviga-

tion function as well as the destination configuration. We can then write ∆ · | ∂V
∂ξl2

| < µ,

for all l2, and bound the last term in (11) as

−
ν2∑

l2=1

(∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξl2

∣∣∣∣ · µ
)

< −
ν2∑

l2=1

(∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξl2

∣∣∣∣
2

·∆
)

.

Equation (11) yields

V̇ ≤ (
1− ν1

m

) · ∂V

∂t
−∆ · ‖∇V ‖2 −

ν1∑

l1=1

(
η4 ·

∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξl1

∣∣∣∣
2
)

,

where the control gain η3 can be then decomposed in the form η3 = ∆ + η4, with

η4 > 0. Then,

V̇ ≤ (1− ν1

m
) ·D −∆ · ‖∇V ‖2,

where D = 1
κ sup
F̄

∣∣∣∂B
∂t

∣∣∣ + (κ + 2) · max
(
γκ−1

d

)
· sup
F̄

∣∣∣∂γd

∂t

∣∣∣, in which sup
F̄

∣∣∣∂B
∂t

∣∣∣, and

sup
F̄

∣∣∣∂γd

∂t

∣∣∣ depends on sup
F̄
‖q̇d‖. In the region where

‖∇V ‖ >

√(
1− ν1

m

) ·D
∆

, (12)
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the Lyapunov function decreases and therefore ξ converges to 0. This limit point corre-

sponds to the destination configuration qd(t). Thus, ξ is uniformly ultimately bounded

in the region where (12) holds.

In the neighborhood of ξ = 0, ∇V does not vanish except for ξ = 0, since V is a

navigation function of ξ. Thus, ‖∇V ‖ is a positive definite scalar function. This implies

that there exist W4(‖ξ‖), W5(‖ξ‖) class K functions for which W4(‖ξ‖) ≤ ‖∇V ‖ ≤
W5(‖ξ‖). Using the lower bounding function W4, if

‖ξ‖ ≥ W4(‖ξ‖)−1 ·
√(

1− ν1
m

) ·D
∆

∈ K, (13)

then, for the gradient of V we can write

‖∇V ‖ ≥ W4(‖ξ‖) ≥
√(

1− ν1
m

) ·D
∆

,

implying that V̇ is strictly negative in the region defined by (13).

Application of Theorem 3 [36] (see Appendix), completes the proof by ensuring

that ξ is globally uniformly ultimately bounded.

Remark 2 It is needed to prove that under a suitable choice of η3, it holds

sign
(
h

ξl2
M2

)
= −sign

(
∂V

∂ξl2

)
. (14)

If it is true that η3 ·
∣∣∣ ∂V
∂ξl2

∣∣∣ > 1
m ·

∣∣∣ ∂V
∂ξl2

∣∣∣
−1
·
∣∣∣∂V

∂t

∣∣∣, then (14) is true. Since, η3 = ∆+η4,

it is possible to find now a parameter η4 > 1
m ·max

(∣∣∣∂V
∂t

∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣ ∂V
∂ηl2

∣∣∣
−2

)
> 0. The case

where
∣∣∣ ∂V
∂ηl2

∣∣∣ = 0, is treated as a semi-singularity point which has to be avoided, and

it is incorporated into the function βs as a component of the total obstacle function B

of (7).

Remark 3 There are two ways in which we can turn uniform ultimate boundedness

to uniform asymptotic stability in Proposition 3. When q̇d → 0, the region defined

by (13) reduces to a ball of radius zero, because as q̇d → 0, we have ∂B
∂t → 0, and

∂γd

∂t → 0. Another way is to ensure that no component of hM2 is saturated; then

ν2 = 0 ⇒ ν1 = m, and the right hand side of (13) vanishes.

5 Dynamic Controller Design

We now design a control law that renders (1), asymptotically stable for the case of

trajectory tracking. Convergence to belt zone, and point stabilization inside the belt

zone, can be treated as special cases where the controller (and therefore the closed loop

system) is time invariant.

In the sequel, we adopt the notation
˙̃

(·) of Theorem 1 [37] (see Appendix) as applied

to vector-valued functions. In this case, ˙̃x, where x ∈ Rn, is the stack vector of the

generalized time derivatives of the components of x.
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Proposition 4 Consider the system ξ̈(t) = U(t), where ξ(t) = q − qd(t), and U =

y − q̈d(t), with y the control law of (1). This system becomes semi-globally uniformly

asymptotically stable to zero almost everywhere, under the control law

U = θ1 +

[
θ2 + diag

{
∂V
∂ξ · (ξ̇ − hnew)

‖ ξ̇ − hnew ‖2

}]
· (hnew − ξ̇) (15)

where hnew as is defined in (10), V : Rm × R → R is a regular locally Lipschitz

Lyapunov function, θ1 = arg min
ζ∈ ˙̃

hnew
ζT (ξ̇−hnew) is the vector in

˙̃
hnew yielding the

smallest inner product with ξ̇ − hnew, and θ2 is a positive definite constant matrix.

Proof The control law construction and the proof structure are inspired by the back-

stepping controller design proposed by [38].

Let ξ(·, t) be a Filippov solution of ξ̇ = h(ξ, t). We form the Lyapunov function

candidate:

V1(ξ, t) , V (ξ, t) +
1

2
·
(
ξ̇ − hnew(ξ, t)

)2
, (16)

where V (ξ) = ϕi(ξ) is regular (see (7) – (8) with i ∈ {M1,M2}). Taking the time

derivative of (16)

V̇1 =

(
∂V

∂t
+

∂V

∂ξ
· ξ̇

)
+

(
U − ˙̃

hnew
)T

· (ξ̇ − hnew),

and substituting U as defined in (15),

V̇1 =
∂V

∂t
+

∂V

∂ξ
· hnew + (θ1 − ˙̃

hnew)T · (ξ̇− hnew)− (ξ̇− hnew)T · θ2 · (ξ̇− hnew) (17)

As we saw in the proof of Proposition 3,

∂V

∂t
+

∂V

∂ξ
· hnew =

∂V

∂t
−

ν1∑

l1=1

(
η3 ·

∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξl1

∣∣∣∣
2

+
1

m
· ∂V

∂t

)
−

ν2∑

l2=1

(∣∣∣∣
∂V

∂ξl2

∣∣∣∣ · µ
)
≤

≤
(
1− ν1

m

)
·D −∆ · ‖∇V ‖2.

Thus, the first plus the second term in (17) is negative definite. Taking into account

how θ1 has been defined, we conclude that V̇1 is negative definite.

Remark 4 For the dynamic model, it holds that away from the surface of discontinuity

the system dynamics reduce to a stable linear system, and the associated vector fields,

point to the same side of the discontinuity surface. Thus, the switching will occur, and

of course the solutions are unique.

The backstepping theorem guarantees that stability is maintained on switching,

and it is not dependent on how many times the switching occurs. Even if V jumps

on switches (take the values VM1 or VM2), the backstepping controller does not allow

V1 to increase. Thus, it holds that VM2
1 − VM1

1 ≤ −W (switch from mode M1 to

M2) or VM1
1 − VM2

1 ≤ −W (switch from mode M2 to M1). According to Theorem

2 (see Appendix), the switched system is globally asymptotically stable a.e., since the

sufficient condition is satisfied.
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6 Experimental Results

With an exoskeleton not being available, we use a Mitsubishi PA10-7C robotic manip-

ulator with m = 7 degrees of freedom (shown in Fig. 5) in order to test our controller.

This type of manipulator has the same number of degrees of freedom with a human

arm and the motion of each link is similar to that of a human’s arm. In our approach,

however, we test the free endpoint case, and thus only six degrees of freedom are being

utilized. The identification of the robot’s arm dynamic parameters is given in [32].

Fig. 5 The controller design is tested on Mitsubishi PA10-7C robotic manipulator, with 7
d.o.f., to assess the performance it would have, if it were to be implemented on an exoskeleton.
This robotic manipulator has the same number of d.o.f. with a human arm, and its motion is
in analogy with the human’s arm movement.

We assume a surface of interest, f(w1, w2), is assumed to be an ellipsoid centered

at (0, 0, 0) with semi-axes lengths (0.75, 0.25, 0.35) (Fig. 7).

The experimental scenario involves two 3-D (ellipsoid) obstacles centered at O1 :

(−0.3,−0.4, 0.1) and O2 : (0.35,−0.3,−0.5) (Fig. 6) both having semi-axes lengths of

(0.05, 0.10, 0.20) (referred to as x, y, and z dimensions, respectively).

The obstacle regions on the surface f(w1, w2) are centered at

Og1 : (−0.33,−0.08, 0.18), Og2 : (0.33,−0.08,−0.18) Og3 : (−0.33,−0.08,−0.18)

(Fig. 7). The manipulator’s initial end-effector’s configuration is given by a vector that

contains three components of x, y, and z coordinates, and the three components of the

euler angles describing the end-effector orientation.

p0 = [−0.61,−0.39,−0.13, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]

The target configuration in the operational space is set at

pd = [0.49,−0.16, 0.13, 1.33, 0.87,−1.33]

The vector of joint velocity limitation in rad/sec, is

umax =
[
0.6 0.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2π 1.2π

]T

During the experiment, the first task for the robot is to move its end-effector to

the desired configuration close to the surface, while each part of the robotic arm avoids

collisions with obstacles. The next step for the robot is to move its end-effector in order
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to track a predefined trajectory. To this end we set a sinusoidal known trajectory on the

top of the surface, and now the goal is to make the end-effector track this trajectory,

avoiding collisions with obstacles. During operation, we monitor joint rates to ensure

that velocity constraints are respected.

Fig. 6 Experimental Set-up. The blue objects at the right and left of the robotic manipulator,
represent obstacles. The main goal of this part of experiment is to drive the manipulator’s end-
effector close to a surface, avoiding the obstacles.

Surface

Fig. 7 Experimental Set-up. The robot manipulator in its final configuration. The black
ellipsoid is the surface of interest. The plastic cups on the surface are obstacle regions, which
have to be avoided. The goal of this part of experiment is to make the manipulator’s end-
effector to follow a predefined trajectory, and the same time to avoid all the surface’s bad
regions.

Figures 8 and 9 depict the experimental results, showing how the robot manipulator

reaches the desired configuration and tracks the predefined trajectory, with simulta-

neous obstacle avoidance. Figures 10 and 11 present the cartesian and joint position.

Fig. 12 depicts the joint velocity, and from the flat regions in these profiles it is evident
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that the robot’s kinematic constraints are respected. The time axis records time steps.

Each time step is 2.5 miliseconds. Fig. 13 gives the error between the real cartesian

position and the desired position during tracking, respectively, measured in meters. At

the beginning, when the end-effector is away from the desired configuration, the error

is 0.12 m, and the robot accelerates to get in position to track the reference trajectory.

This error is then bounded below 1 cm.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We present a methodology for performing navigation and tracking tasks over a 2-

dimensional manifold which is embedded in a 3-dimensional workspace. The method is

applicable to articulated robotic manipulators with kinematic input constraints. After

the manipulator is steered between obstacles to the 2-D surface of interest, its end-

effector follows task specific vector fields that enable it to navigate or track a predefined

trajectory along the surface. We theoretically guarantee global convergence of the sys-

tem and the same time we have proved collision avoidance with the environmental

obstacles.

Further research includes considering surface properties in the construction of the

belt zone vector fields and implementing the methodology to real neuro-robotic systems

taking into account their dynamics and kinematic constraints.
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Appendix

Definition 1 [39] A vector function x is called a solution of ẋ = f(x) if x is absolutely

continuous and ẋ ∈ K [f ] (x) where

K [f ] (x) , co {lim f(x̃) | x̃ → x , x̃ /∈ N}
where N is a set of measure zero.

Theorem 1 [37] Let x(·, t) be a Filippov solution of ẋ = f(x, t), and V : Rm × R→
R be a Lipschitz and in addition, regular function, [35]. Then V (x, t) is absolutely

continuous, d
dtV (x, t) exists almost everywhere, and

d
dtV (z, t) ∈a.e. ˙̃V (z, t)

where

˙̃V (z, t) ,
⋂

ξ∈∂V (z,t) ξT ·
(

K [f ] (z, t)

1

)

and ∂V is the Clarke’s generalized gradient, [35].

Theorem 2 [40] Let ẋ = fυ(x), be a finite family of globally asymptotically stable

systems, and let Vυ, υ ∈ P be a family of corresponding radially unbounded Lyapunov

functions, where P is some index set. Suppose that there exists a family of positive

definite continuous functions Wυ, υ ∈ P, with the property that for every pair of

switching times
(
ti, tj

)
, i < j such that σ(ti) = σ(tj) = υ ∈ P, and σ(tk) 6= υ, for

ti < tk < tj , where σ is the switching signal, we have that

Vυ(x(tj))− Vυ(x(ti)) ≤ −Wυ(x(ti))

Then the switched system is globally asymptotically stable.

Theorem 3 [36] Let D ⊂ Rn be a domain that contains the origin and V : [0,∞)×
D → R be a continuously differentiable function such that

W1(x) ≤ V (t, x) ≤ W2(x)
∂V
∂t + ∂V

∂x f(t, x) ≤ −W3(x) , ∀‖x‖ ≥ λ > 0

∀t ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ D where W1(x) and W2(x) are class K functions and W3(x) is a contin-

uous positive definite functions. Take r > 0 such that Br ⊂ D and suppose that

λ < W−1
2 (W1(r))

Then, there exist a class KL function b for every initial state x(t0), satisfying ‖x(t0)‖ ≤
W−1

2 (W1(r)), there is T ≥ 0 (dependent on x(t0) and λ) such that ∀x(t0) ∈ {x ∈ Br|
W2(x) ≤ ρ}, the solution of ẋ = f(t, x) satisfies

‖x(t)‖ ≤ b (‖x(t0)‖, t− t0) , ∀t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + T

‖x(t)‖ ≤ W−1
1 (W2(λ)) , ∀t ≥ t0 + T

Moreover, if D = Rn and W1 belongs to class K∞, then the last two conditions hold

for any initial state x(t0), with no restriction on how large λ is.


